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SHOCK SETS FOR FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR
HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS

DONALD P. BALLOU

This paper studies those values u which can be reached
from u0 across a shock or contact discontinuity which may
arise in weak solutions to the Cauchy problem

du 3F(u) _

Έ + ~dx~~~°
u(0, x) = u\x) ,

where it is not assumed that F" > 0. A condition which
guarantees uniqueness is used to define a set S(u0) consisting
of such values u. The close relationship between S(u0) and
the geometry of F(u) is examined, and properties of this set
are derived which give information about the interaction of
curves of discontinuity.

1Φ Introduction* In this paper we shall study the discontinuities

which arise in weak solutions to the Cauchy problem

( 1 ) du+ Oj

ot ox

(2) u(0, x) = u\x) ,

where u\x) is a preassigned, bounded, measurable function. The
purpose is to relate the values of a solution to the left and right of
a discontinuity to the geometry of F(u). To do this we require that

(i) FeC\Rι),
(ii) the inflection points of F are isolated.
The second condition is employed to avoid pathological behavior

such as is found in Ballou [2].

As is well known (cf. Oleinik [4]), in order to obtain uniqueness
it is necessary to impose some condition on the weak solutions. One
such condition is due to Volpert (cf. [6]) and it gives uniqueness in
the class 5 7 of functions whose generalized derivatives are locally
measures. As will be shown in §2, whenever the weak solution is
piecewise smooth, this is equivalent to Condition E, which guarantees
that characteristics cannot diverge from a curve of discontinuity.

In §3 by using Condition E we define for each value u0 of u a
set S(u0), known as the shock set, which contains those values of u
that can be reached from u0 by means of either a shock or a contact
discontinuity. The close connection between the properties of these
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sets, such as compactness, and the geometry of F is then examined.
Also, using the shock sets, conditions are given which guarantee that
the interaction of two curves of discontinuity produces exactly one
curve of discontinuity. (From [2] it is known that a jump in the
initial data can give rise to an infinite number of discontinuities.)

We now give the definitions of some basic concepts.

DEFINITION. A weak solution to the Cauchy problem (1), (2) is a
bounded, measurable function u(t, x) which satisfies

[\ \u(t, x)& + F(u(t, x)) d-$λdx dt + [ 0(0, x)u\x)dx = 0
J J ί > o L at oxΛ Jί=o

for all φ = φ(t, x) e Q{R\). (R% = {(£, x) \t ^ 0 and - co < x < oo}).

DEFINITION1. Let x(t) be a smooth curve of discontinuity of a
weak solution u(t, x) and assume that vϊ = limεXo u(t, x(t) ± ε) exist.
Then x(t) is a shock provided F\u~) > x\t) > F\u+).

The curve x(t) is a contact discontinuity provided F'(u~) = xr{t)
or F'(u+) = x'{t).

2. Equivalence of Volpert^s condition and Condition E* In
this section we state Volpert's uniqueness condition and Condition E
and then establish their equivalence when the weak solution is piecewise
smooth. We also derive some consequences of Condition E.

In the following we shall assume that the weak solutions are
piecewise smooth.

Volpert's uniqueness condition. Set

T[v; w] = [a(v) — a(w)] sign (v — w) ,

where a(u) is the vector a(u) = (u, F(u)). Let 7 = l(t) be any curve
of discontinuity of the weak solution u(t, x), and put u* — limeXo u(t,
7(ί)±ε). Then almost everywhere

<T[^; c], v) £ <T[u~; c], v>

where c is an arbitrary constant, v is the normal to 7, considered
positive to the right, and < , )> denotes the scalar product of two vectors
in R\2

Condition E. Set
1 The definitions for shock and contact discontinuity are specializations to the case

of one equation of the definitions given by Lak [3] for systems.
2 See Volpert [6] for the definitions of u+, u~, and υ whenever u(t, x) is not piece-

wise smooth.
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S[w; z] = FM
w — z

Let y(t) and v? be as above, and let v be any number lying between
u+ and vr. Then almost everywhere

S[v; vr\ ^ S[u+; vr\ .

Volpert [6] showed that his condition guarantees uniqueness of
solutions to (1), (2) in the class BV of functions whose generalized
derivatives are measures locally. Wu [7] established that Condition
E gives uniqueness in the class of piecewise smooth functions. We
now show that these two conditions are equivalent for piecewise smooth
weak solutions.

THEOREM 2.1. Let u(t, x) be a piecewise smooth weak solution.
Then Volpert9s condition holds if, and only if, Condition E holds.

Proof. We first show that Volpert's condition implies Condition
E. Let x(t) be a curve of discontinuity. Since u(t, x) is a piecewise
smooth weak solution, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition must hold along
x(t); i.e.,

dx_ „ F(u+) - F(vr)
dt u+ — u~

Hence the normal can be expressed by

u+ — vr

By hypothesis

(3) <T[^+; c], v> £ <T[t*-; c], v>

holds for all c. Let c lie between u+ and u~, and for the sake of
argument suppose that u~ < c~~ < u+. Then

T[w+; c] = (u+ - c, F(u+) - F{c))

and

T[vr; c] = (c - vr, F(c) - F{vr)) .

From (3) it follows that

(4) S[u+; u~](u+ + vr - 2c) ̂  F(u+) + F(u~) - 2F(c) .

If Condition E should fail to hold for some c, vr < c < u+, then it
would follow that
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( 5 ) F(c) - F(u~) < F(u+) - F(vr)
c — vr u+ — u~

or

( 6 ) -\-F(c) + F(u-)] < - [(- c + uΊnu+)-F(u
L u+ — vr

Add (6) to (4) to get

( 7 ) F(u+) - F(u~) ^ F{u+) - F(c) ̂
u+ — w u+ — c

But by (5) the point (c, F(c)) lies below the line joining (u~, F(u~))
to (u+, F{u+)) while by (7), (c, F{c)) lies on or above the line, giving
a contradiction. Hence Volpert's condition implies Condition E.

To establish the converse, note that if c lies between vr and u+

r

then by Condition E

S[u+; c] ^ S[u+; u~] £ S[c; vr\ .

Suppose for the sake of argument that u~ < c < u+.

Hence

( 8) S[u+; u~](u+ - c) ̂  F(u+) - F(c)

and

( 9 ) S[u+; vr]{ur - c) ̂  F(u~) - F(c) .

Using (8) and (9) it is possible to retrace the steps above to conclude
that

\ c], v) £

If c ̂  min {vr, u+}, then

<T[vr, c], vy - (T[u\ c],
= - S[^+; u~](u- - u+) + F(vr)F(u+) = 0 .

The same result holds if c ̂  max {u~, %+}.

In the study of weak solutions it is desirable to allow as curves
of discontinuity only those that arise naturally as a result of the
intersection of characteristics, or in other words to rule out those
discontinuities from which characteristics diverge. The significance
of Condition E is that it permits only the desired class of discontinui-
ties. This is established by the following theorem.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let u(t, x) be a piecewise smooth weak solution
satisfying Condition E to the Cauchy problem (1), (2), and let Ί{t) be
<z curve of discontinuity. Then

F{u) ^ ^ F(u) .
dt

A proof of this theorem is found in [1].

Note. Using the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, the above can be
written as

F'{u~) ^ S[u+; u~] ^ F'{u+) .

3* Shock sets and their properties* In this section we first
define a set which contains those values of u that can be reached
from u0 across an admissible curve of discontinuity. We then study
the properties of these shock sets, with emphasis on examining the
relationship between the geometry of F and the sets.

DEFINITION. Let u0 be given. Then the shock set S(u0) contains
those values u such that

S[v; u0] ^ S[u; u0]

for all v lying between u0 and u.

NOTE. If u e S(uQ), then u can be reached from u0 via a shock or
contact discontinuity. Also the set S(u0) is closed, a fact which follows
easily from the definition.

CONVENTION. We let uoe S(u0). A consequence of this convention
is that if S(u0) = {u0}, then there is no permissible solution of the
Riemann problem involving a curve of discontinuity.

THEOREM 3.1. Let L be the tangent line to F{u) at u — uQ. Then
S(u0) — {u0} ify and only if, the graph of F lies above L for u > u0

and below L for u < uQ.

Proof. First suppose that S(u0) = {u0}. We shall show that the
graph of F lies above L for u > uQ. (The case u < u0 follows similarly.)
Since the inflection points are isolated, there is a ux > u0 such that
either F"(v) ^ O o n J = (u0, ut) or F"{u) ^ 0 on J, If the second
alternative held, then, as can be easily seen,

Recall that the characteristics have slope dx/dt — Fr(u).
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^S[v;uQ] ^ 0, vel.
dv

Hence S[v; u0] ^ Slu^ u0] Vvel, which implies that ^ 6 % ) , a con-
tradiction. Thus F"(u) ^ 0 on J, and hence for uel, the graph of
w = jP(w) cannot lie below L. It remains to show that if u > uor

then (u, F{u)) is not on L, To establish this suppose otherwise and
choose

u — inf {u: (u, F(u)) lies on L, u > %0} .

To see that u Φ uOί note that otherwise there would be a ΰ e (u0, n^),
(ΰ, F(u)) on L. But iΐ u0 < v < ΰ, then

S b ; u0] - S[ΰ; u0] = F'(ξ) - F'{uQ) ^ 0

where uQ < ξ < ΰ. Since ΰ e S(u0) is a contradiction, it follows that
u > uQ. Since (v, F{v)) lies above L,u0 < v < u,

F{v) > F'(uo)(v - O + F(u0) ,

which implies

S[v; u0] > S[u; u0] .

Hence ueS(u0), a contradiction.

To establish the converse, suppose there exists w e S(u0), w Φ uo»
Without loss of generality we may assume that w > u0. Then by
hypothesis

S[w; uQ] > F'(u0) .

Since S[v; uQ] —> F'(u0) as v —> u0, for v sufficiently close to u0

S[w; uQ] > S[v; uQ] ,

a contradiction of Condition E.

THEOREM 3.2. Let Lu denote the line through the points (uQ, F(u0))
and (u, F(u)). Then S(u0) is compact if, and only if, there exist uiy

u2, uγ < u0 < u2, such that the graph of F(u) lies below LUl for u < uι

and above LU2 for u > u2.

Proof. Suppose S(u0) is compact. Let uL — inf S(^o) and u2 = sup
S(u0). Then the graph of F(u) lies above

w — S[u2; uQ](u — u0) + F(u0) for u > u2 .

If this were not so, then there would exist w > u2 such that
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F(w) = S[u2, uQ](w - u0) + F(uQ)

and

(10) F(w) > S[u2; uo](w - u0) + F(u0), u2< w < w .

Since

(11) S[v; u0] ^ S[u2; uQ] = S[w; uQ] Vv e (u0, u2) ,

it follows from (10) and (11) that

S[v; u0] ^ S[w; uQ] Vv e (u0, w) .

Therefore w e S(u0), a contradiction of the definition of u2 The proof
that F(v) lies below LUl is handled similarly.

Conversely if there is a u2 such that the graph of F{v) lies above
LU2 for u > u2, then w > u2 implies wίS(uQ). For otherwise by Con-
dition E

(12) S[u2; u0] ^ S[w; u0] .

But from

F(w) > S[u2; uo](w - uQ) + F(u0), w > u0,

it follows that

S[w; u0] > S[u2; u0] ,

which together with (12) gives a contradiction. Thus u2 is an upper
bound for S(u0). Similarly ux is a lower bound. Hence S(u0) is
compact.

THEOREM 3.3. Let ux<u2 and let u2eS{u^). Then S(u2) Π (u2i oo)
c%).

NOTE. This theorem asserts that if it is possible to jump from
ux to u2 and from u2 to ui9 where ut < u2 < ^3, then it is possible to
jump from uλ to u3. It is interesting to note that this fails to hold
for systems (cf. Smoller [5]).

Proof. Let u3e S(u2), where u3 > u2. Then by the note following
Theorem 2.2

S[u2; ux] ^ F\u2) ^ S[u3; u2] .

From this it is easily seen that

(13) S[u2; u,] ^ S[uB; u,] ^ S[u3; u2] .
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To see that u3eS{u^), assume otherwise.
Then there is we (ul9 uz) such that

(14) S[w; u,\ < S[u3; ux] .

Since S[w; tej Ξ> S[u2; uΣ] ^ S[u3; ux] holds for all w e (u19 u2), it follows
that we(u2,u3). Since u3eS(u2), it follows that

(15) S[w; u3] ^ S[u3; u2] .

A consequence of (14) is that

(16) S[w,u3] > S[uλ]u3] .

By (15) and (16)

S[u3; u2] > Slu,; u3] ,

a contradiction of (13).

For the next result two lemmas are needed.

LEMMA 1. If F" > 0 on (u0, ux), then S(u0) Π (u0, u,) = 0 .

Proof. It is easily seen that (d/dv)S[v; u0] > 0, ve (u0, u±). There-
fore given v and w satisfying uQ < v < w < ulf it follows that S[v; u0] <
S[w;u0], and hence Condition E cannot hold.

LEMMA 2. If F" > 0 on (ul9 u0), then S(u0) Π (uu u0) = 0 .

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.

THEOREM 3.4. T%e number u0 is an interior point of S(u0) if,
and only if, there exist numbers ul9 u2 satisfying uλ< u0 < u2 such
that F"{u) ^ 0, u, < u < u0, and F"{u) ^ 0, u0 < u < u2.

NOTE. This theorem gives conditions under which it is possible
to jump from u0 to any value of u sufficiently close to u0.

Proof. Suppose that u0 is an interior point. Then there exist u19

u2, ut< uQ < u2, such that (uu u2) c S(uQ). Choose uL and u2 such that
on (uly u2) the only possible point of inflection of F is u0. If F" < 0
held on (ul9 u0), then by Lemma 2, u0 could not be an interior point of
S(uQ). Hence F" ^ 0 on (uly uQ). Similarly F" ^ 0 on (u0, u2).

For the converse let u satisfy u0 < u < u2. Since (d/dv)S[v; u0] <Ξ
0, ^ 0 < u < 6̂2, it follows that

S[v; u0] ^ S[w; v0]
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for all ve(u0, u). Hence [uOfuz)c:S(uQ). Similarly (u19uo]c:S(uo).

THEOREM 3.5. The point uQ is an isolated point of S(u0) if, and
only if, there is an interval ut < uo< u2 such that F" < 0 on (uί9 u0)
and F" > 0 on (uQ, u2).

NOTE. This theorem gives conditions under which it is not
possible to shock from u0 to any nearby value of u.

Proof. Suppose u0 is an isolated point. If there did not exist
^ 2 > ^o such that F" > 0 on (u0, u2), then since the points of inflection
are isolated, it follows that for some interval, u0 < v < u2, F"{u) ^ 0.
But as seen before this implies (uQ, u2) aS(uQ), giving a contradiction.
It follows similarly that there is ux < u0 such that F" < 0 on (ulf u0).

Conversely since F" < 0 on (uί9 u0), by Lemma 2 S(u0) Π (ul9 u0) =
0 . Similarly S(u0) Π (u0, u2) — 0 . Hence u0 is isolated.

THEOREM 3.6. // ux is an interior point of S(u0) and if F"{u?) Φ
0, then the jump from u0 to u1 is across a shock.

Proof. We must show that

(17) F'(u0) > Slu,; u0] > F'{ux) .

For the sake of argument suppose that u0 < ux. If F'(uQ) > S[̂ 61; u0]
did not hold, then by Theorem 2.2 F'(uQ) = Slu^ u0]. Since uλ is an
interior point, for some η > 0, (u± — η, ux + rj) c S(u0). If voe (u0, 6̂1)
and satisfies S[v0; u0] > Slu^ u0], then v0 $ S(u0). To see this note that
S[u; u0] —• F'(uQ) = Sluj u0] as u —> uQ, and hence for u > uQ sufficiently
close to u0, S[v0; u0] > S[u; u0]. Thus Condition E cannot hold. Hence
S[v; u0] — Slu^ u0] Vve {ux — η, uj. Thus for v e ^ - η, u^ w — F{u)
coincides with the line L given by w = Slu^ uQ](u — u0) + F(u0), a
contradiction of F"(uJ Φ 0. Hence F'(u0) > Sluj u0] must hold.

Next assume Sluj u0] = F'(uJ. Since S[v; u0] ^ S[ut; uQ], uQ < v <
u19 the graph of w = F(u) lies above the line L for ve (u09 ux). Since
F"{uϊ) Φ 0 and since L is tangent to w = F(v) at uί9 the graph of
w — F(v) lies above L for v e (u19 uλ + rj) = I, where η > 0. Hence,
as is easily seen, S[v, u0] > S[ux; uQ],ve I, and therefore IΠ S(u0) = 0 .
Thus ux is a boundary point of S(u0), a contradiction. Hence (17)
must hold.
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